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Abstract
Resources such as storage and network as a service to organizations and customers in reduced cost by cloud computing. The documents stored in cloud are of huge size
and due to its sensitivity arises security and storage problems. Data is stored on remote location in cloud and cryptographic techniques resolve problems of data security.
To ensure data to be secure in cloud, the client encrypts
data and then stores on cloud by employing Hyper Elliptic Curve cryptography (HECC). Search over encrypted
data makes the process of file retrieval from cloud more
difficult. The paper proposes architecture of multiple keyword search by building index using Bloom filter and also
pair key generation by false random bit generator. Bloom
filter takes constant time for searching O (N) on large
encrypted file systems without the need of document decryption thereby speeding up the process of ciphertext
retrieval on user side. Bit array representing keyword information is only stored by data owner on cloud where the
server is unable to find file content or query information.
The experimental results show that Bloom filter based
indexing is faster than traditional indexing schemes, the
multiple keyword based search algorithm is effective in
case of the response time of query and scalability of the
system in case of size of data.
Keywords: Bloom filter, false random bit generation,
HECC, secure index

1

Introduction

Cloud computing is one of the emerging field which replaces the burden of IT industry from spending huge expenditure on resources such as storage and network. Remote storage and easy accessibility of data combined with

characteristics such as on-demand self-service, broad network access, resource pooling, rapid elasticity and measured services. Cloud is deployed as public, private, hybrid and community cloud with service delivery models such as SaaS (Software-as-a-Service), Platform-as-aService (PaaS) and Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS). Resources in cloud are offered to both industries and individuals.
Though, cloud has many advantages certain issues such
as security, privacy and interoperability do exist. The
driving force for cloud computing is virtualization which
enable multiple virtual machines to run with the help of
single physical machine. As the infrastructure is being
shared by several VMs, security issues do arise. Various
surveys conducted portray security as one of the major
challenge in cloud environment. Latest report on cloud
computing challenges compares the issues and portrays
that security stands as the first challenge.
Data confidentiality and privacy issues do arise due to
multi-tenancy characteristic of cloud. To protect clients
from such issues, cloud service provider need to follow
certain mechanisms to keep data safe. But, malicious
insider may act on behalf of the provider and send indelicate data. Such a situation makes a clear point that
the security models cannot be build based on the trust
of provider. Client needs to protect their data from malicious attacks both externally and also from internal adversaries. Clients outsource their files containing sensitive
information to cloud for effective retrieval at the necessary
time. Google search allows search over plaintext data.
Such data is being stored in plaintext form in the cloud
service which is vulnerable to attacks by adversaries. Protection of data from such malicious activities is prevented
by storing encrypted data on cloud. Encryption methods
are classified as symmetric (AES) [11, 21] and asymmetric
(HECC) encryption algorithms [17, 23]. HECC is proven
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to be the robust method of encrypting and decrypting
files due to the hardness of hyperelliptic discrete logarithm problem. Incorporating such an algorithm in cloud
enhances the data security in cloud environment.
Data owners share their files with authenticated users
through retrieval mechanisms. Traditional methods retrieve the entire collection of files for a single search request from data user. This incurs more time for search
reply and wastage of bandwidth. Selective retrieval of file
based on data user request makes use of keywords. Search
of plaintext data is not suited for cloud environment and
encryption of data limits the search capability. Searchable encryption allows building an index with keywords
and corresponding documents. Trapdoors along indexing
enable data users to search over encrypted data in a secure
manner and maintains privacy of document information
as well as keywords. Such techniques remain unsuitable
for cloud scenarios due to employment of symmetric encryption methods along with single keyword search. With
these pitfalls it is necessary for an effective mechanism
to download encrypted documents from cloud. The proposed model (Figure 1) incorporates asymmetric encryption such as HECC and position-based multiple keyword
search scheme to maintain data security and privacy in
cloud.
Retrieval of files from encrypted content need to be
given attention as delivering the correct content to registered user is the ultimate goal. Search over encrypted
data has to be done in an efficient way to reduce the
overhead experienced by the users while decrypting their
content from cloud. Hyperelliptic curve cryptography is
employed for encryption of documents and search over
encrypted files is carried by Bloom filter (BF) and False
Random Bit Generator (FRBG).
Our contributions for providing data security and privacy includes:

for search is followed by a trapdoor construction and the
server on other hand tests with Bloom filters and sends
the identifiers of files as response [10]. For effective search,
one encrypted index was built for entire document collection where every entry in index contains keyword trapdoor along with file identifiers in encrypted state [6, 7].
Public-key based searchable encryption [4] played a major role in retrieval systems for privacy. Public key users
store data on servers whereas authenticated users with the
private key perform the operation of search. For efficient
querying purpose conjunctive search [1], fuzzy keyword
search [20, 31] and similarity keyword search [26] were
proposed. A widely accepted retrieval technique namely
private information retrieval [22] also helps in retrieving
the items incurring complex computations.
Usage of k-nearest neighbour algorithm for searching
documents along with ciphertext policy attribute-based
encryption provides security and privacy for data [19, 30].
Hourglass function was utilised for the purpose of verifying the encrypted files [14] and identity based encryption
is also employed for attaining data privacy [16]. Elgamal encryption [12] supporting fuzzy keyword search over
encrypted data prevents inconsistencies occurring during
search [28]. Ranked keyword search returned top-k files by
using multiple keywords along with homomorphic encryption [32]. Attacks against ciphertexts are being analysed
keyword search in cloud environment [15]. Hierarchical
predicate encryption [24] along with access control also
achieved keyword based search over encrypted data. The
problems in bog specific search engines have been identified to optimize the search mechanism in cloud [25].
Authenticated users [13] retrieve files from cloud storage as authentication plays a major role in preventing
illegitimate user access due to the application of discrete
logarithms [18]. Hyperelliptic curve cryptography is combined with Advanced Encryption Standard and MD-5 algorithm in digital envelope for securing e-commerce chan1) Key pair generation by False Random Bit Generator nel [8]. The usage of HECC in cloud enhances the security
(FRBG);
of sensitive data by preventing from exposure.
A notable point is that all the existing schemes lack
2) Building safe index using Bloom filter;
in certain functionality and remains unsuitable for cloud
3) Search on encrypted files using Bloom Filter. Huge environments. Our work focusing on retrieving the exnumbers of experiments were conducted to analyse act document from cloud server based on Bloom filter
and false random bits add robustness to the data security
the efficacy of the proposed architecture.
framework.
Paper organization is as follows: Literature review is
presented in Section 2. Section 3 describes the architecture of proposed scheme. Section 4 discusses security 3
Construction of Secure Keyanalysis, Section 5 deals with implementation results and
word Search Scheme
Section 6 concludes the paper.

3.1

2

Related Work

Searchable encryption [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 10, 27, 29] plays a
major role in cryptography. Two-layer encryption of every
keyword in a file is the first work on searchable encryption [27]. Usage of Bloom filter for construction of index of
files along with trapdoor is stored on server. The request

Background

1) False Random Bit Function.
F : {0, 1}F i ×{0, 1}F j−n → {0, 1}n be a false random
function where sequence of Fi bits key is taken along
with random Fj -n bit string and mapped to random
n-bit string which is publicly known to all users.
2) Bloom Filter.
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Figure 1: Proposed framework

A data structure named Bloom filter is used to
identify the membership of a file in the file collection F and is used for the purpose of querying. A Bloom filter consists of set of ‘m’ elements
St = {x1 . x2 , · · · , xm } with ‘n’ hash functions Hf =
{h1 , h2 , · · · , hn }. The r-bit Bloom filter is initially
set to 0. Every element xk ∈ S, k = 1, 2, · · · , m,
hi (xk ) for i = 1, 2, · · · , n is attained where 0 ≤
hi (xk ) < r thereby respective bits to hash index is
set for element BF [hi (xk )]. With input ‘a’, ‘n’ hash
indices hi (a) for i = 1, 2, · · · , n is attained where
0 ≤ hi (a) < r. Usage of hash functions may provide a positive answer while querying for an element
which may not be the member of set [9]. Such condition is called as false positive.

files after encryption by HECC (C = C1 , C2 , · · · , Cn )
are stored in cloud server along with keyword set KW =
{KW1 , KW2 , · · · , KWmo }. Users registered with clients
are authenticated and provided with the access over encrypted files C. In order to retrieve selective files, data
user provides the multiple keywords of interest. The mapping between the search request from multiple users and
files is the responsibility of CS as every file gets indexed
with an unique file identifier (IDf ) and set of keyword.
Multiple keyword based search scheme proceeds files containing specified keywords as the result of search to the
authenticated users. Figure 2 depicts construction of multiple keyword search scheme.

3.3

Construction of Multiple Keyword
Search Scheme

3) Hyperelliptic Curve Discrete Logarithm
Problem.
The multiple keyword search scheme performs the followGiven hyperelliptic curve of genus g over finite field ing three steps:
Fq , point P ∈ JC(K) of order n, point Qε < P >,
obtain integer lε[0, n − 1] so Q = lP where l is 1) publicly known false random bit generation (FRBG)
integer and is discrete logarithm of Q to base P ,
algorithm for pair key generation
represented as l = log QP .
2) index building using Bloom filter IBBF with keyword
set and
4) Multiple Keyword Search Scheme.
With set of encrypted files C, MKS scheme returns
the file identifiers (file id) of those requested files to 3) index search algorithm ISBF .
authenticated users. Multiple keyword set along with The steps involved in the proposed scheme are:
indexing (IDBF ) by Bloom filter speeds up the retrieval process of the users.
1) Client sends the set (0, 1) along with files and keywords to FRBG.
5) Trapdoors.
By the application of one-way hash functions, trap- 2) Authenticated users send set (1, 0) to FRBG.
doors are generated. With secret key (sk ) and keyword KWi , trapdoor of KWi is calculated as TKW i = 3) If the two different random bit sets matches, it returns the pair key and sets the bit as 1 else rejected.
f (sk , KWi ).

3.2

System Model

Three participants of model are client (upload), cloud
server (storage) and data users (file retrieval). Set of

4) Role of FRBG is string matching along with bit (0,
1) sets.
5) The cloud server CS contains the file identifier (id),
bit matching and keywords.
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Figure 2: Construction of multiple keyword search scheme

6) Client runs the IndexBuild algorithm to build the Algorithm 1 Publicly Known False Random Bit Genersecure index with Bloom filter and stores in server. ation (FRBG)
1: Input: Collection of files Fi , message m, pair key;
7) User on requesting the file, server runs the In- 2: Output: Set of false random numbers (y , y , · · · , y );
1 2
n
dexSearch algorithm and in response returns the cor- 3: for (x ∈ F U pair key)
i
responding file in a secure manner.
4: Generate String Si message;
5:
do (pair key = = string)
Publicly Known False Random Bit Generation
6:
Generate false random bits yij ;
(FRBG).
7:
if (F : {0, 1}F i ∗ {1, 0}F j−n → {0, 1}n ) then
The algorithm takes set of files Fi , message given by client
while (yij == matching done) do
which is used for mapping with strings of random bits (0, 8:
9:
return as 1;
1) and 8-bit key as input (See Algorithm 1). Output gen10:
end
while
erated by the algorithm is sequence of false random bits
11:
else
(y1 , y2 , · · · , yn ). Suppose the input is in collection of files,
return 0;
it is followed by key pairing for client acknowledgement. 12:
13:
end
if
The string along with the message is processed. Suppose
14:
End
if the paired key matches with the string, sequence of false
random bits (y1 , y2 , · · · , yn ) are generated. By taking two
different sets {0, 1}s ant {1, 0}n−m mapping is done. If
mapping is correct, positions of bit are set to 1, else 0. Finally yij = 1 position of bit is set to 1 And false random
numbers are generated (Figure 3).
Index Building with Bloom Filter.
Followed by pair key generation, secure index is constructed by means of Bloom filter. Formalization of the
proposed scheme is as follows:
• Pubkey (Pk ): Represents the public key of the given
user (i.e) Pk ∈ {0, 1}F i which is kept publicly known.
• Secret Key (sk ): Represents the secret key for string
matching which is to be kept known only to authenticated users.
• False Random Bit Function: F : {0, 1}F i ∗
{0, 1}F j−n → {0, 1}n be false random function where

sequence of Fi bits key is taken along with random
Fj -n bit string and mapped to string of random n-bit
which is widely identified by all users.
• Trapdoor: Let Tij be a trapdoor whose inputs are
public key (Pk ), secret key (sk ) and keywords (KW)
and generates the trapdoors for files Fi . Tij (Pk ,
KW) = EP k (KW) where E is encryption function. Encryption is performed by Hyperelliptic Curve
Cryptography for security reasons.
• IndexBuild BF (Fi , Pk , KW, H): The algorithm takes
files Fi , pubic key Pk , keywords KW and hash functions H as input. It generates string using false random bit generator (FRBG) and outputs the index for
file F. Finally index is built for searching files (Fi ) by
using the sequence of random numbers generated by
FRBG algorithm.
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Figure 3: Pair key generation by FRBG

• IndexSearchBF BF (IBBF , T, key pair, H): With the Algorithm 2 Index Building using Bloom Filter (IBBF )
index built by using Bloom filter, trapdoor T, key
1: Input: Set of Files (Fi ), public key Pk , keywords KW,
pair generated by FRBG and hash functions H the
H(h1 , h2 , · · · , hn );
algorithm IndexSearchBF outputs the file containing 2: Output: IBBF /* Index built for files using bloom
the desired keyword KW.
filter */;
3:
if (BFF i 6= empty) then
Finally index is built for searching files (Fi ) by using
4:
for all KWi ∈ Fi do
the sequence of random numbers generated by FRBG
5:
Generate trapdoor Tij (Pk , KWi ) = EP k (KWi );
algorithm (Figure 4).
6:
Generate string-matching Si = Ekey pair (id(Fi ),
Hash functions used in Bloom filter are publicly known
T (KWi ));
thereby revealing the contents of files. The proposed 7:
for f = 1 to n do do
scheme allows hash to be not applied directly on key- 8:
Calculate pos bit (P bf ) = Hf (Si );
words KW but indexes each keyword KW by its encrypted 9:
Set IBBF [P bf ] = 1;
version EP k (KWi ). Hence, Bloom filter is built with 10:
end for
hash values Hf (EP k (KWi )), f = 1, 2, · · · , n. The po- 11:
end for
sitions of bits in BF which are positioned to 1 equivalent 12:
Return IBBF ;
to KW are similar for each and every file that contain 13: end if
KW . Due to vulnerability of frequency-based attacks, file 14: End
identifier (ID) is used. Hf (Ekey pair (id(Fi ), T (KWi ))),
f = 1, 2, · · · , n is calculated as the hash function for
Bloom filter. Suppose if the same keyword occurs in several different files, only the file with priority is retrieved. each file F in the set and returns the specified ones (See
An attacker can find the specified file only if the trap- Algorithm 3.
door T is offered. The algorithm for index building using
Bloom filter (IBBF ) is in Algorithm 2.
Each file in file collection Fi is assigned an unique Algorithm 3 Index Search ISBF
identifier ID. The index constructed maps keywords to 1: Input: Index built with Bloom filter IBBF , Trapdoor
ID of file that actually contains the KW , thereby reducT (KWi ), key pair, H(h1 , h2 , · · · , hn );
ing search complexity. This index is then encrypted and 2: Output: Specified file F or φ;
stored on cloud. Search on inverted index with KW re- 3: Compute y = Ekey pair (id(F ), m(KWi ))
turns all the id of files containing the KW without looking 4: for f = 1 to n do do
into the original file collection F .
5:
if IBBF [Hf (y)] 6= 1 then then
6:
Return φ;
7:
end
if
3.4 Index Search Algorithm ISBF
8: end for
Search with multiple keywords is done in the following 9: Return F ;
manner. Suppose the user needs to search for keyword 10: End
KW , trapdoor (KWi ) = EP k (KWi ) is sent to cloud
server CS. CS runs the IndexSearchBF algorithm on
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Figure 4: Secure search scheme with bloom filter and FRBG

4

Security Analysis

cess and bloom filter for indexing and searching process. F : {0, 1}F i ∗ {0, 1}F j−n → {0, 1}n provides
security through matching the perfect keyword and
usage allowed only for authenticated users. These
schemes are proven to be robust and provide two level
security for data storage and retrieval on cloud. Thus
an adversary is prevented by obtaining access on the
server information and remote attacks are averted.

The security analysis of the proposed model is discussed.
Theorem 1. Given the collection of files F1 , F2 , F3 , Fn ,
if F1 ∈ Fn , then perform index building using Bloom
Filter and also retrieve false random bits with FRBG.
For the proof of this theorem, we have n number of
files with index building IndexBuildBF (Fi , Pk , KW, H) =
T rapdoorTij (Pk , KWi ) = EP k (KWi ) + F : {0, 1}F i ∗
{0, 1}F j−n → {0, 1}n . Since the hash value position is
greater than 0 (i.e) 1, if the theorem generates false random bits and the cryptographic algorithm over secured access using Bloom filter is preserved. To measure the time
taken for index building IBBF and index search ISBF employing Bloom filter is O(n) which is much less compared
to brute-force approach. As shown in Figure 5, X-axis
represents time taken for search in milliseconds and Yaxis represents file size in KB.
Claim 1: Use of Bloom filter imposes reduced
false positives.
The presence or absence of a file in file collection is
straightforwardly verified by usage of Bloom filter.
False positives may occur as a result of querying for
a file which may not be in the collection. Since every
related bit in BF is positioned to 1 for hash indices,
there are less chances of false positives thereby reducing them totally.
BF ∈ ±1|0{
If pos 1 : values
Generate bits F RBG

Claim 3: The proposed scheme is secure with
the usage of Bloom filter and false random bit
generation function.
Two major variants employed in search over encrypted data are Bloom filter and false random
bit generation function.
Pair key generated by
FRBG secures the model by authenticating users (
Tij (Pk , KWi ) = EP k (KWi )) and the usage of Bloom
filter enhances the search process to be performed in
minimum time O(n).
Claim 4: Search over encrypted file is faster than
any other schemes with reduced search time.
Bloom filters speed up search over encrypted data in
cloud as availability of necessary data in the right
time is one of the most important feature in cloud
computing. Assume there are ‘n’ number of files to
be stored on remote server F1 , F2 , · · · , Fn containing ‘m’ keywords. Search time by applying brute
force method is O(n ∗ m). By using ‘n’ number of
bloom filters, the search time is reduced as O(n). To
check whether the respective bit in BF is set to 1, it
takes only constant time thereby reducing the time
for search.

Else
Return pos 0}
Claim 2: The proposed scheme prevents remote
attacks.
An adversary can obtain the information stored remotely on servers through remote attacks. The proposed scheme employs FRBG for key matching pro-

5

Implementation Results

The proposed model along with multiple keyword search
scheme is implemented in Openstack for effective results.
When compared with traditional techniques, the proposed framework worked faster with less time complexity
(Figure 5). X-axis represents the time taken to retrieve
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cloud servers. The future work is focused on providing security to data-at-rest and also ranking the search results
based on relevance.
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